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66. REAL PROPERTY

V. ADVERSE POSSE'!SION

G. IN GENERAL
Title to real property may be acquired by adverse possession. (Easements may also be acquired by 
prescription.) Gaining title by adverse possession results from the operation of the statute of 
limitations for trespass to real property. If an owner does not, within the statutory period, take
legal action to eject a possessor who claims adversely to the owner, the owner is thereafter barred 
from bringing suit for ejectment. Moreover, title to the property vests in the possessor.

H. REQUIREMENTS

1. Rwming of Statute
Toe statute of limitations begins to run when the claimant goes adversely into possession of 
the true owner's land (i.e., the point at which the true owner could first bring suit). The filing 
of suit by the true owner is not sufficient to stop the period from running; the suit must be 
pursued to judgment. However, if the true owner files sail before the statutory period (e.K., 
20 years) runs out and the judgment is rendered after the statutory period, the judgment will 
relate back. to the time. that the complaint was filed.

2. Open and Notorious Possession
Possession is open and notorious when it is the kind of use the usual owner would make of the 
land. The adverse possessor's occupation must be sujfieienlly appannl to put the 1111e owner on 
noac, that a trespass is occurring. If, e.g., Wat.er Company ran a pipe under
Owner's land and there was no indication of the pipe's existence from the surface of the
land, Water Company could not gain title by adverse possession because there was nothing to 
put Owner on notice of the trespass.
Example: A's use of B's fannland for an occasional family picnic will nol satisfy the open and 
notorious requirement because picnicking is not necessarily an act consistent with the 
ownership of fannland.



3. Actual and Exclusive Puisession

a. Actual -ion Gives Nolke 
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Like the open and notorious requirement, the requirement of actual possession is 
designed to give the true owner notice that a trespass is occurring. It is also designed to 
give her notice of the extent of the adverse possessor·, claim. As a general rule, the 
adverse possessor will gain title only to the land that she actually occupies.

1) Constructive Possession of Part
Actual possession of a portion of a unitary tract of land is sufficient adverse
possession as to give title to the whole of the tract of land after the statutory
period. as long as there is a reaso,u,ble proportion between the portion actually
possessed and the whole of the unitary tract, and the po�sor has color of title
(ie., a document purporting to give him title) to the whole tract. Usually, the
proportion will he held reasonable if possession of the portion was sufficient to
put the owner or community on notice of the fact of possession.

b. Exclusive Possession-No Sharing with Owner
"Exclusive" merely means that the po�ssor is not sharing with the true owner or the
public at large. This requirement does not prevent two or more individuals from work
ing togetlur to obtain title by adverse possession. If they do so, they will obtain the
title as tenants in common.
Exampk: A and B are next door neighbors. They decide to plant a vegetable 

garden on the vacant lot behind both of their homes. A and B share 
expenses and profits from the garden. If all other element, for adverse 
possession arc present, at the end of the statutory period, A and 8 will 
own the lot as tenants in common. 

4. Continuous Poaession
The adverse claimant's possession must be continuous throughout the statutory period.
Continuous possession requires only the degree of occupancy and use that the average
owner would make of the property.

•· lnlermittent Periods of Occupancy Not Sufficient
lntennittent periods of occupancy generally are not sufficient. However, constant use 
by the claimant is not re.quired so long as the possession is of the type that the usual 
owner would make of the property. For ex.ample, the fact that the adverse possessor is 
using the land for the interrninent grazing of cattle will probably not defeat continuity 
if the land is nomu,JJy used in this manner. 

b. Tacking Permitted
There need not be continuous possession by the same person. Ordinarily, an adverse
possessor can take advantage of the periods of adverse possession by her predecessor.
Separate peril)(ls of adverse possession may be "tacked" together to make up the full
statutory period with the result that the final adverse possessor gets title, provided rhere
is privity between the successive adverse holders.

1) "Privity''
Privity is satisfied if the subsequent possessor takes by descent, by devise. or by
deed purporting to convey title. Tacking is not pennined where one adverse
claimant ousts a preceding adverse claimant or where one adverse claimant
abandons and a new adverse claimant then goes into possession.

2) Formalities on Transfer
Even an oral transfer of possession is sufficient to satisfy the privily requirement.
Example: A received a deed describing Blackacre, but by mistake built a 

house on an adjacent parcel. Whiteacre. A, after pointing the house 
out to B and orally agreeing to sell the house and land to her, 
conveyed to B, by a deed copied from her own deed, describing the 
property as Blackacre. The true owner of Whiteacre argues that 
there was no privily between A and B because the deed made no 
reference to Whiteacre, the land actually possessed. Nonetheless, 
the agreed oral transfer of actual possession is sufficient to pennit 
tacking. 
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s. Hostile

The possessor's occupation of the property must be hostile (adverse). This means merely
·. that the possessor does not have tlu tru, owner\-permission to be o? � land. lt does not

mean anger or animosity. The state of mind of the adverse possessor ts urelevant. By the
large majority view, it does not matter whether the possessor believes she is on her own
land, knows sbe is trespassing on someone else's land, or has no idea of who owns the land.

a. If Possession Starts Permissively-Must Communicate Hostility
If the possessor enters with pennission of the true owner (e.g., under a lease or license).
the possession does not become adverse until the possessor makes clear_ to the true
owner the fact that she is claiming "'hostilely." 'This can be done by exphc1t nohficauon,
by refusing to permit the true owner to come onto the land, or by other acts inconsis
tent with the original permission.

b. Co-Tenants-Ouster Requin,d
Possession by one co-tenant is not ordinarily adverse to her co-tenants because each
co-tenant has a right to the possession of all the property. Thus. sole possession or use
by one co-tenant is not adverse, unless there is a clear repudiation of the co-tenancy;
e.g., one co-tenant ousts the others or makes an explicit declaration that he is claiming
exclusive dominion over the property.

c. If Grantor Slays in Possessioir-Permlsslon Presumed
If a grantor remains in possession of land after her conveyance, she is presumed to be
there with the permission of her grantee. Only the grantor's open repudiation of the 
conveyance will start the limitation period running against the grantee. Likewise. if the
tenant remains in possession after the ex.piration of her lease, she is presumed to have
the permission of the landlord.

d. Compare-Boundary Line Agreemeni.
There is a separate but related doctrine that may be helpful here. It operates where a
boundary line (usually a fence) is fixed by agreement of the adjoining landowners. but
later turns out not to be the "tnle"' line. Most courts will fix ownership as per the
agreed liM. provided it is shown that: (i) there was original unetrtainty as to the true
line; (ii) the agreed line was ,stablished (i.e .. agreed upon); and (iii) there has been
lengtlly acqllhst1nee in the agreed line by the adjoining owners and/or their succes
sors.

1) Establishment Requirement 
The establishment requirement can be implied by acquiescence. A past disput.: is 
not necessary to show uncertainty, although it can be good evidence of it. But a
showing of original uncertainty is required; otherwise, in a court's view, a parol
transfer of land would result.

6. Payment o( Property Tues Generally Not Requin,d
Only a minority of states require the adverse possessor to pay taxes on the propeny. How
ever, in all states, payment of property taxes is good evidence of a claim of right.

C. DISABILITY

1. Elrect of Dlsabilities-Statute Tolled
The statute of limitations does not begin to run for adverse possession ( or easements by 
prescription) if the true owner was under some disability to sue wllen Ille ca,ue of action
first accrued (i.e., the inception of the adverse possession). Typical disabilities are: minor
ity, imprisonment, and insanity.
Example: 0, the true owner, is five years old when A goes into adverse possession. The 

statute will not begin to run until O reaches the age of majority. 

Compare: 0, the true owner, is declared insane six months after A begins using a 
pathway adversely. The statute is not tolled because O's disability arose after
the statute began to run. 

2. No 'l'ackiDK of Disabilities
Only a disability oftheowntr existing at the time the cause of action arose is considered.
Thus, disabilities of successors in interest or subsequent additional disabilities of the owner
have no effect on the statute.
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J) o is a minor at the time A goes into advme possession of O's land. Ono.
year before O reaches the age of majority, 0 is declared_ insane. The statute 1s
not tolled by reason of O's insanity (a subsequent disab1hty). Thus, the 
statute begins to run from the date O reaches the age of maionty, whether she 
is then sane or insane. 

2) 0, the true owner, is insane when A begins an advme use. Ten years later,
O dies intestate and the land goes to her heir, H, who is then IO years old.
The statute of limitations begins to nm upon O's death and is not tolled by
H's minority. H's minority is a "supeivening" disability and cannot be tacked
to O's.

3. Mulmum Tolling Periods
In some states, the maximum tolling period is 20 years; thus, the maximum period of the
statute of limitations would be the regular statute of limitations period plus the maximum
20-ycar tolling period.

D. ADVERSE POSSFSSION AND FUTURE INTERESTS
The statute of limitations does nOI nm against the holder of a future interest (e.g., a remainder) 
until that interest becomes possessory. Until the prior present estate terminates, the holder of the 
furure interest has no right to possession. and thus no cause of action against a wrongful pos
sessor.
Examples: 1) A devises Blackacre to B for life and then to C. Thereafter, X goes into posses

sion and possesses adversely for the statutory period. X has acquired B's life
estate by adverse possession, but has DOI acquired any interests against C. Of
course, if following B's death, X or her successor stays in possession for the 
statutory period, X will have acquired C's rights also. 

2) X enters into adverse possession ofBlackacre. Four years later, A devises
Blackacre to B for life and then to C. X continues her adverse possession for 
seven more years. The statute of limitations is 10 years. In this case, X has ac
quired the whole title by adverse possession. An adverse possession begun againsl 
the owner of the fee simple absolute cannot be interrupted by a subsequent divi
sion of the estate.

I. Possibility of Reverter-Statute of Limitations Runs on Happening of Evenl
In a conveyance "to A for so long as" some event occ� or fails to occur, on the happening
of the event the fee simple detenninable automatically comes to an end and the grantor ( or
his successors) is entitled to present possession. At that point. the grantor has a cause of
action lo recover possession of the property. If be does not bring the action within the period 
specified by the applicable statute of limitations (and if A or her successoni have the requi
site open, notorious, continuous, and adverse possession), his action will be barred.

2. Right or Entry-Happening of Event Do,s Not Trigger Statute or Limitations
In the case of a right of entry. on the happening of the stated event the grantor ( or his succes
sors) has only a right to reenter the property, a power to terminate the grantee's ostate. Until
the grantor asserts his right of entry, no cause of action arises because the grantee's contin
ued possession of the land is proper: her fee simple estate has not been tenninated. Thus (in
most states), the statute of limitations does not operate to bar assertion of a right of entry
even though the condition triggering the right of entry has been breached.

a. Gnmtor Must Act Within Reasonable Tune to Avoid Ladles
However. to avoid the title problems that might otherwise be presented, most coons
hold that the holder of the right of entry must bring his action witltin a reasonable time
after the event occurs. If he fails to do so, his action is barred by (aches. As for what
constibltes a reasonable time, many courts look to the statute of limitations governing
actions for possession of real property.

E. EFFECT OF COVENANTS IN TRUE OWNER'S DEED

The exact nature of the title obtained depends on the possessor's activities on the land. For 
example. assume there is a recorded restrictive covenant limiting use of the land to a single
family residence. H the possessor uses the land in v iolation of that covenant for the limitations
period, she takes title free of the covenant But if she complies with the covcnan� she takes till•
subject to i� and it remains enforceable against her (at least in an equitable action).
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Chapter 4 

RIGHTS OF POSSESSORS OF 
LAND, INCLUDING AD

VERSE POSSESSION 
Table of Sections 

Sec. 

4.1 Possession and Prior Possession. 
4.2 The Concept of Adverse Possession. 
4.3 The Five Elements of Adverse Possession. 
4.4 Burden of Proof. 
4.5 Nature of Title Acquired by Adverse Possession. 
4.6 When Statute of Limitation Begins to Run. 
4. 7 Tacking. 
4.8 Effect of Disabilities. 
4.9 Constructive Adverse Possession. 

4.10 Rightful Possession Becoming an Adverse Possession. 
4.11 Whose Interests Are Affected. 
4.12 Innocent Improver Doctrine. 
4.13 Adverse Possession of Chattels. 

SUMMARY 

§ 4.1 Possession and Prior Possession

1. The possession of real property consists of dominion and
control over the property with the intent to exclude others. 

2. In order to constitute possession, the acts of dominion and
control must reasonably correspond to the size of the tract, its 
condition and appropriate use. The act must be of a character that 
usually accompany the ownership of similarly situated land. In 
other words, the acts must be consistent with how a reasonable 
owner of similar land might have used it. 

3. In controversies concerning possession, it is normally the
function of the jury to determine what the physical acts of domin
ion and control were, and then to determine whether those acts 
constituted possession in accordance with the legal standard set by 
the court. 

56 
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4. The prior possessor of real property has title against the
whole world except the rightful owner. Ail with personal property, 
the "rightful owner" may be merely a prior peaceful possessor. 

5. Generally a possessory interest in real property can be
conveyed by deed or devised by will. If the possessor dies without a 
will, the land passes to the possessor's heirs. 

6. A prior possessor sues to recover possession from another
person who is in possession of the land. This is sometimes called an 
action in ejectment. The defendant in this action cannot defeat the 
plaintiff's claim merely by showing that a third party has a title 
superior to the plaintiff's title unless the defendant's rights derive 
from that third party. 1 

7. A possessor is entitled to recover damages from a wrong
doer. Courts are divided whether the amount of damages is limited 
to the value of the possessor's interest or the value of the land. If 
land is condemned, the possessor may be entitled to receive com
pensation for the value of the condemned land. 

§ 4.2 The Concept of Adverse Possession

1. The doctrine of adverse possession is based on statutes of
limitation for recovery of real property. Statutes of limitation 
operate to bar one's right to recover real property held adversely by 
another for a specified period of time. These statutes also vest the 
adverse possessor with as perfect title as if there had been a 
conveyance by deed. However, this title is not a matter of public 
record until a court determines that title has been acquired by 
adverse possession and the court's judgment is entered on the 
public records. Common statutes of limitation to recover the posses
sion of real property are 5, 10, 15 or 20 years. The purposes of such 
statutes of limitation are to suppress dormant claims, to quiet 
titles, to require diligence on the part of the owner and penalize 
those who sit on their rights too long, and to reward the economic 
activities of a possessor who is utilizing land more efficiently than 
the true owner is. Many cases with sinrilar facts but divergent 
results can be explained by considering which of these policies 
weighed more heavily in the decision making process. 

Statutes vary considerably as to such matters as adverse pos
session under color of title and not under color of title, types of 
disability and the effect of a disability in specific instances, and 
whether or not the statute of limitation may run against govern
mental entities. 

1. See Tapscott v. Cobbs, 52 Va. (11 tiff is not the absolute owner of the land 
Grat.) 172 (1854). The action of eject- but a mere prior possessor. 
ment is available even though the plain• 
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§ 4.3 The Five Elements of Adverse Possession

1. In order to acquire a title to real property by adverse
possession, the possession throughout the statutory period must be: 

a. actual;

b. open, visible and notorious (meaning, not secret or
clandestine but occupying as an owner would occupy for all the 
world to see if the owner cared to look); 

c. exclusive (meaning sole physical occupancy or occupan
cy by another with the permission of the person claiming a title 
by adverse possession); 

d. continuous and peaceable (meaning without abate
ment, abandonment or suspension in occupancy by the claim
ant, and also without interruption by either physical eviction 
or action in court. In other words there must be an unbroken 
continuity of possession for the statutory period); and 

e. hostile and under claim of right (meaning that the
possession is held against the whole world including the true 
owner; that the possessor claims to be the owner whether or 
not there is any justification for her claim, or whether or not 
there is "color of title" being a paper or other instrument that 
does not qualify as an effective legal conveyance but that the 
claimant may believe is effective).' 

Possession under a mistaken belief that one is the owner of the 
land can be adverse under the majority view. Likewise, good faith 
on the part of the adverse possessor is generally deemed immateri
al. Thus, the possessor can prevail with no rightful claim at all if 
the above five elements exist. 

2. The five elements must coexist to enable one to acquire
title by adverse possession. 

3. Whether each of these elements exists is primarily a ques
tion of fact. 

§ 4.4 Burden of Proof

The burden of proof to establish a title by adverse possession is
on the adverse possessor. Generally, this burden can be met by a 
preponderance of the evidence or, as some courts say, by "clear and 
positive evidence." Most courts say that possession is presumed to 
be in subordination and not adverse to the legal owner. 

2. In some jurisdictions, however, 
color of title may be required or, if pres
ent, may operate to reduce the time 
necessary to acquire a title by adverse 

possession. See Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. 
§ 600.5801 (1987), Color of title may
also be 1.188d to acquire constructive ad
verse possession. 
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§ 4.5 Nature of Title Acquired by Adverse Possession
1. Once a title is acquired by adverse possession, the quality

of that title is the same as a title acquired by deed, will or intestate 
succession. Such a title is good as against the whole world. Of 
course, to have that title reflected as a matter of public record, it is 
necessary for it to be reflected in a court judgement. Thus, the 
possessor might initiate a "quiet title" action to establish the 
acquisition of title by adverse possession. 

2. An adverse possessor cannot acquire a larger estate or
interest in the land than that which was claimed throughout the 
entire period of his adverse possession. For example, if the posses
sor has claimed only a life estate she can mature title only to a life 
estate. Likewise, the possessor can acquire no greater title than the 
person who had the cause of action had during the period of 
possession. Thus, if the only person who had the right to sue the 
possessor had a mere life estate, then at the end of the statutory 
period the possessor acquires only a life estate. 

3. A title acquired by adverse possession relates back to the
time of the possessor's entry when the true owner's cause of action 
accrued. Thus, once the title is acquired, the true owner can have 
no other causes of action against the possessor for acts relating to 
the land on which the statute has not yet run. For example, if A 
possesses Blackacre and cuts its timber for the statutory ten year 
period, once A has acquired title by adverse possession the true 
owner loses any action for the taking of the timber during the 
period of A's possession before the statute had run. By contrast, if 
the true owner had asserted her right before the full running of the 
statute, she could have had an action for the wrongful talcing of the 
timber as well as the recovery of the land. 

4. The title acquired by adverse possession is an original title
and not derived from the dispossessed owner. Thus, the adverse 
possessor takes the title and estate free of all claims which could 
have been asserted against the former owner during the statutory 
period. 

§ 4.6 When Statute of Limitation Begins to Run
The statutory period on adverse possession begins to run when

a cause of action for possession accrues against the adverse posses
sor.' The time when a cause of action accrues depends upon the 
facts in a particular case. Typically, the cause accrues and the 
statute begins to run when a possessor without right enters into 
clearly visible possession of another's land claiming adversely. 

3. Generally, the statute of limita
tion does not run against the holder of a 
future interest in existence at the time 

the adverse possession begins because 
the holder of the future interest is not 
presently entitled to possession. 
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§ 4. 7 Tacking

1. The period of adverse possession of one possessor can be
tacked to the period of adverse possession of another possessor if 
the possessors are in privity with each other. Privity exists when 
the possession is passed from one to the other by deed, wil� 
descent, written contract, oral contract, mere oral consent or per
mission. A mere parol transfer, however, is not sufficient for 
tacking periods of constructive adverse possession where color of 
title is required. 

2. If the occupants are in privity with each other, the period
within which a cause of action can be brought by one person is 
tacked to the period the cause of action can be brought by another. 

3. Tacking also occurs for those entitled to bring a cause of
action against an adverse possessor who are in privity with each 
other. Privity exists when the right to bring a cause of action passes 
from one to another by deed, will, descent, written contract, oral 
contract, mere oral consent or permission. 

§ 4.8 Effect of Disabilities

1. If the person with the cause of action is under a disability
at the time the cause of action against the adverse possessor 
accrues, most states extend the time to bring the cause of action to 
some period beyond the removal of the disability. While state laws 
differ, disabilities typically include minority, legal incompetence, 
and imprisonment. State laws must be carefully scrutinized to 
determine what extension is available. 

2. Under some but not all statutes, the protection which is
afforded by a disability is wholly personal to the disabled person 
and is not available to anyone who may be a successor, either as 
heir, devisee or purchaser. In some states, the protection afforded 
by a disability ends at death but the personal representative of the 
estate of the person who had the cause of action is granted a fixed 
time in which to bring the cause of action against the adverse 
possessor. 

3. The running of the statute on adverse possession is not
affected by either an intervening or a supervening disability. Thus 
the disability must exist when the cause of action first begins. 

4. There is no tacking of disabilities, whether of successive
disabilities in the same owner or of disabilities in successive own
ers. 

5. If the original owner has two or more disabilities at the
time the cause of action accrues, the owner may take advantage of 
the disability which lasts the longest. 
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§ 4.9 Constructive Adverse Possession

1. Constructive adverse possession applies only when the ad
verse possessor enters under color of title. Color of title means a 
writing which the adverse possessor may believe conveys a good 
title but really is so defective that it cannot operate as a convey
ance. 

Constructive possession is a fiction by which an actual posses
sion of a portion of land is extended to include the remaining area 
of the tract encompassed within the instrument or decree constitut
ing color of title. For constructive adverse possession there must be 
an actual possession by the claimant of at least a part of the land. 
The amount of land that can be constructively possessed muat be 
reasonable in size. 

2. While the recording statutes have no application to title by
adverse possession, some states require the recording of the instru
ment upon which the claim is based in order to satisfy the require
ments of adverse possession under color of title. 

§ 4.10 Rightful Possession Becoming an Adverse
Possession 

Certain relationships, such as that of co-tenants,' give rise to a 
presumption or inference that the possession of one of the parties is 
with the permission of, and in subordination to, the rights of the 
other party or parties. However, if the possessor makes an open 
disclaimer or repudiation of the title or rights of the other parties, 
and knowledge of such disclaimer is brought home to them or such 
disclaimer or repudiation is otherwise implied by law, and the 
possession and disclaimer is continued for the statutory period, 
then title will vest in the possessor in derogation of the rights of the 
others. 

§ 4.11 Whose Interests Are Affected

1. The adverse possessor's title does not affect the interest of
any person unless that person had a cause of action because of the 
adverse possession. Thus if there is a severance of the surface and 
sub-surface when adverse possession starts, adverse possession of 
the surface does not give a cause of action to the owner of coal 
under the surface. Similarly, if at the time adverse possession 
begins the estate is divided into present and future interests, 
adverse possession of the parcel does not give rise to a cause of 
action in favor of the reversioner or remainderman. In these two 
instances the adverse possessor would gain title only to the surface 

4. Co-tenants are persons who are 

concurrently entitled to the possession 
of real estate. Co-tenants may be ten-

ants in common, joint tenants with right 
of survivorship, or tenants by the entire
ty. 
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in the first situation, and only to a possessory interest in the 
second. 

2. An adverse possession that begins when the title is urufied
is not affected solely by a subsequent division of the title. Thus, if 
after adverse possession starts, the rightful owner separates the 
mineral estate, or creates possessory and future interests, the 
adverse possession continues to run against all parties, with the 
adverse possessor ultimately getting a fee simple absolute in the 
whole unless the owner of the sub-surface starts mirung operations 
or otherwise ousts the adverse possessor, or unless the owners of 
the future interests effectively assert their titles, which may require 
filing a law suit. 

§ 4.12 Innocent Improver Doctrine

1. Under the doctrine of annexation, improvements to real
estate made hy a wrongdoer belong to the owner of the real estate. 

2. However, where the improvements were made by one who
mistakenly believed that he or she owned the land on which the 
improvements were made, principles of unjust enrichment could 
compel a court of equity to refuse to quiet title in the improvement 
in the landowner, absent payment of fair consideration to the "good 
faith" innocent improver. 

§ 4.13 Adverse Possession of Chattels

1. Generally, a thief cannot acquire or transfer title to stolen
personal property, even to an innocent purchaser. 

2. But title to personal property can be lost by adverse
possession. Typically statutes of limitation for adverse possession of 
chattels run from two to six years. 

3. At common law, the statute of limitation began to run
when possession became hostile, actual, open, exclusive and contin� 
uous, rather than at that point that the goods were stolen or the 
true owner discovered their location. More recently, it has been 
held that the statute should begin to run when the true owner 
discovers or should have discovered the whereabouts of the stolen 
property. 

PROBLEMS, DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

§ 4.1 Possession and Prior Possession

PROBLEM 4.1: Blackacre is a large peninsula containing
about 1,000 acres, surrounded on three sides by a creek, a bay, 
and a marsh. S repaired an ancient stone wall which crossed 
the mouth of the peninsula at S's own expense. S also erected a 
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gate and a gatekeeper's hut. By these actions S controlled land 
access to Blackacre. S used the peninsula to graze horses. S 
later deeded the land to R. R continued to use the land for 
grazing live stock. D entered the land and R brought an action 
for ejectment. During the pendency of the action, R died and P, 
as administrator of R's estate, was substituted as plaintiff. 
During the trial the court charged the jury as follows: 

If the jury is satisfied from the evidence that S entered 
upon Blackacre in the year 1850, and is further satisfied 
that S then made a complete enclosure of the same, and 
that such enclosure was sufficient to turn and protect 
stock, and that S actually used this enclosure for such 
purpose up to the time of the alleged conveyance to R, and 
that S deeded the same to R, and that the land was 
subsequently used by R for pasturage, and that the land 
was suitable for pasturage; and that D entered without any 
claim of right and subsequent to the completion of said 
enclosure, and while the said land was being so used by 
said S prior, and, by said R, after said conveyance, you will 
find for the plaintiff against such defendant, provided such 
defendant was occupying the premises at the time of the 
commencement of this suit. 

After a judgment for the plaintiff, defendant appealed, 
assigning the above instruction as error. Should the judgment 
be reversed for improper instruction?' 

Applicable Law: Possession of real property requires acts of 
dominion and control with an intent to possess and exclude 
others. It is normally the function of the jury to determine 
what physical acts of dominion and control were exercised and 
then to apply the legal standard set by the court as to what 
acts are sufficient to constitute possesaion. 

Answer and Analysis 

Yes. The general principle is that the acts of dominion and 
control which establish possession must correspond in a reasonsble 
degree with the size of the tract, its condition and appropriate use. 
The acts must be such as usually accompany the ownership of 
similar land. The jury decides whether or not the acts relied upon 
by the plaintiff establish possession, considering the size of the 

5. Bradshaw v. Ashley, 180 U.S. 59, in the actual, undisturbed, and quiet
21 S,Ct, 297, 45 L.Ed. 423 (1901), reetat- poesession of the premises, and the de
ing the rule in ejectment "that the Cendant thereupon entered and ousted 
plaintiff must recover upon the strength him, the presumption of title arises from 
of his own title and not upon the weak• the possession, and, unless the defen
ness of the title of the defendant" and dant proves a better title in himself, the 
held where the plaintiff proved he was defendant must himself be ousted. 
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tract, its particular condition and appropriate use. Under the in
struction given, the court invaded the province of the jury by 
instructing it that certain acts were sufficient to constitute posses
sion. The court should have permitted the jury to decide whether 
such acts of dominion and control which it found to have taken 
place were sufficient to comply with legal standards of possession as 
set forth by the court. 

This problem, like the next one, involves a conflict between two 
possessors. In neither case is the plaintiff claiming a title, other 
than by some right acquired through possession. Each problem 
raises the question of what is necessary to constitute possession. 
The task is to distinguish between a series of trespasses and 
possession. This is normally the function of the jury under proper 
guidance from the court. Unless none of the facts is in dispute, and 
the results are so clear that reasonable minds cannot differ, the 
jury should determine what the physical facts are, and then apply 
the standard given by the court. Because the court, instead of the 
jury, in effect decided that certain acts constituted possession, the 
judgment should be reversed and a new trial ordered. 

PROBLEM 4.2: 0 was the owner of Blackacre in fee simple.' 
He went on a hunting expedition to Africa. While O was gone A 
took possession of Blackacre and claimed it as if the owner. 
Later, A died intestate. P was A's only heir. Prior to P's taking 
actual possession of Blackacre, D took possession. P sues to 
recover the possession of Blackacre from D who defends on the 
basis that O is the rightful owner of Blackacre. May P recover 
possession of Blackacre from 0?7 

Applicable Law: (a) Prior possession is good against the 
whole world except the rightful owner. (b) A possessory inter
est in land descends from the possessor to the heir. (c) A prior 
possessor, even though having no absolute title, can maintain 
an action in ejectment. ( d) A defendant in an ejectment action 
cannot set up the right of a third person as a defense. (e) A 
plaintiff in ejectment must rely on the strength of his own title, 

6, Generally land that is owned in 
fee simple gives the owner an estate or 
interest of potentially infinite duration. 
Since the owner cannot live that long, 
the estate or interest continues in the 
owner's successors because the estate or 
interest is alienable, devisable, and de• 
scendible. An estate in fee simple abso
lute is the "highest and best" estate 
(ownership interest) recognized by the 
common law. Other forms of fee simple 
estates include the fee simple determin
able and the fee simple on condition 
subsequent. See Ch. 5. 

7. Tapscott v. Cobbs, 52 Va. (11
Grat.) 172 (1854). Aa:ord, Bradshaw v. 
Ashley, 180 U.S. 59, 21 S.Ct. 297, 45 
L.Ed. 423 (1901) (plaintiff who was in
prior possession was ousted by defen
dant even though defendant showed
that unrelated third party had titled to
the land; plaintiffs prior possession ere•
ates presumption of title and defendant
cannot defeat plaintiff by showing title
in another).






















































